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Let A be any commutative algebra over a commutative ring k and let M be any symmetric 
A-bimodule. In [Q], §8, Quillen proved that the Hochschild groups 
have a natural decomposition, called the Quillen decomposition, 
Hn(A, M)"' EB D<t)(Ajk, M) p+q=n 
under the hypothesis that A is flat over k, containing the field Q of rational numbers. The 
right-hand side is defined in terms of exterior powers of the cotangent complex of A over k 
For p = 1, the groups D~1)(Ajk,M) are isomorphic to the Andn~-Quil1en homology groups 
D*(Ajk,M). 
The purpose of this note is to prove base change, transitivity and Kiinneth formulas for 
all D~p)(Ajk,M)- and hence for Hochschild homology in characteristic zero- extending 
analogous formulas established by Andre [A] and Quillen [Q] for D*(Ajk, M). 
Lately M. Ronco [R] proved that the Quillen decomposition coincides with a decomposition 
introduced by combinatorial methods on the level of Hochschild standard complex by 
Gerstenhaber-Schack [GS]. The latter decomposition coincides with another one due to 
Feigin-Tsygan [FT] and Burghelea-Vigue [BV][V]. In the notation of [L], M. Ronco's result 
can be written as follows (for all p and n) 
We assume all rings to be commutative with unit. 
1. Definition of D~\A/k, M) 
For any map of rings u : k _,. A and any nonnegative integer p, we define the simplicial 
A-module 
1 
where P is a simplicial cofibrant k-algebra resolution of A in the sense of [Q]. By [Q], the 
simplicial A-module L~/k is independent, up to homotopy equivalence, of the choice of P. 
In Quillen's notation 
Lp - AP Ll A/k- A A/k 
where L~/k is the cotangent complex. Thus we define 
D<t)(Ajk,lvf) = H*(L~/k 0A M) and D(p)(Ajk, M)- H*(HomA(L~/k' M)) 
for any A-module M. 
REMARK (1.1). 
a) If p = 0, then L~/k c::: A and 
D~01(Ajk,M) = { ~ if n = 0 
otherwise. 
b) If p = 1, D~l)(Ajk,M) = D*(Ajk,M) where the right-hand side was defined by 
Andre [A] and Quillen [Q]. These groups coincide with the Harrison groups [H] in 
characteristic zero. 
vVe derive now some properties of the group Dt)(Ajk,M) which are immediate conse-
quences of Quillen's formalism. 
LEMMA (1.2). L~/k is a free !!implicial A-module. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that if Pis free over k, say P = Sk(V), then 
0.~/k @p A c::: (Ak(V) 0k P) @p A c::: Ak(V) 0k A 
COROLLARY (1.3). For any exact sequence of A-modules 
0 -7 M' -7 M -7 M" -7 0 
there are long exact sequences 
..• -7 D}r)(Ajk,M') -7 D}r)(Ajk,M) -7 D}r)(Ajk,M")-+ D~21 (Ajk,M') -7 ••• 
and 




PROPOSITION (1.4). If A is a free k-algebra, then L~/k has the homotopy type of 
D~/k" Consequently, for any A-module M 
D}i)(Ajk, M) = D(p)(Ajk, M) = 0 if n 2: 1 
and 
D~p)(Ajk, M) = D~/k ®AM and D(p)(Ajk, M) = H omA(D~/k' AI) 
Proof. Take P = A. 
2. Base change and Kiinneth formulas 
The following result states how V behaves under tensor products. 
• 
THEOREM (2.1). If A and B are k-algebras such that Tor;(A, B) = 0 for q > 0, 
then we have the following isomorphisms 
a) Base change 
·b) K unneth-type formula 
L~@~:B/k ~ . E9 (L~/k ®k LBjk) q+r=p 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, if P (resp. Q) is a cofibrant k-resolution of 
A (resp. of B), then A ®k Q (resp. P ®k Q) is a cofibrant resolution of A 0k B over B 
(resp. over k). Now 
!l~@kQ/k ®A@~:Q (A ®k B)~ (A &h D~/k) ®A@kQ (A ®k B) 
~A ®k (!1~/k 0q B) 
For the Ki.inneth formula, we have 
D~@kQ/k ®P@~:Q (A ®k B)= E9 ((D~/k ®k DQ/k) ®P@~:Q (A ®k B) q+r=p 
~ E9 ((Dhk @p A) ®k (DQ/k ®q B)) q+r=p . 
• 
COROLLARY (2.2). Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 2.1, and for any A®kB-
module M, we have the following isomorphisms of graded modules 
Dip)(A ®k BjB,M) ~ D<t')(Bjk,M) 
and 




In characteristic zero the corresponding isomorphism for H HiP) (A 0 k B) and for the cyclic 
groups HC~\A 0k B) are also proved in [K]. 
3. Transitivity 
Suppose we have maps k.!!:.,A~B of commutative rings. We start by defining a filtration of 
nr;,1k. Let F1 = F1(rtr;,1k) be the sub-A-module of n~/k generated by b0 db1 ... dbP where 
at least i elements among b1 , ... , bP lie in A. We have the following sequence of inclusions 
of A-modules, 
LEMMA (3.1). If B is A-free and A is k-free, then the map 
.1. • ni 10. np-i pi /Fi+l 
'Pi • HA/k '<YA HB/A --7 A A 
given by 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. First check that 1/Ji is well-defined without any hypothesis on A and B. If A= Sk(V) 
and B = SA(A 0 W) = Sk(V) 0 Sk(W) = Sk(V EB W) one computes easily both source 
and target of 1/Ji· 
• 
THEOREM (3.2). Let k.!!:.,A~B be maps of commutative rings and let M be a B-
module. Then there is a spectral sequence (Er,dr) converging to D~p)(Bjk,M). The 
k-modules E[,j have the following properties: 
a) E[,j = 0 for i > 0 or i < -p. 
b) E 1 . = n\P)(B/A M) and E 1 . = n\P) (Ajk M) 0,] J ' -p,J J-p ' • 
c) Fix any p. For every i there is a first quadrant spectral sequence ((i) Er, dr) converging 
to E!:_i,i+* such that 
(i) E 2 = D(i)(Ajk D(p-i)(BjA .1\1)) 
k,f. k ' f. ' 
REMARK (3.3). 
a) The edge homomorphisms 
n\P)(Bjk M) --7 E 1 . = n\P)(B/A M) 
J ' 0,] J ' 
and 
E 1 . = n\P)(Ajk M) --7 n\P)(Bjk M) 
-p,p+J ] ' J ' 
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are the natural homomorphisms. For p = 1, the first spectral sequence reduces to two 
columns, so that one recovers the well-known long exact sequence 
b) Applying Theorem 3.2 to the map of rings k -+ A -+ A@ k B, one sees that the spectral 
sequences degenerate and one recovers the Kiinneth formula of Corollary 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let P be a simplicial cofibrant k-resolution of A. Consider the 
composite map P -+ A -+ B and choose a simplicial cofibrant P-resolution Q of B. Let 
us consider the following commutative diagram 
Then it follows from [Q] that A @p Q is a simplicial cofibrant A-resolution of B. 
We apply the construction of Lemma 3.1 to the map of rings k -+ P -+ Q. Then we get 
a filtration of D~/k ®Q M such that the associated graded is D~/k @p D~~~ ®Q M. This 
yields the fir~t spectral sequence with 
converging to Hi+j(D~/k @Q M) which is nf=/)B jk, M) because Q is also a simplicial 
cofibrant k-resolution of B. 
To compute the homology of n~/k @p n~~~ ®Q M we use the fact that it has a double 
simplicial structure. Therefore it gives rise to a spectral sequence with E 2-term of the 
form 
(i)E~,.e = Hk(DP/k @p H.e(DQf~ ®Q A1)) 
= Dki)(Ajk, H.e(DQJ~ ®Q M)) 
Now we use the base change formula of Theorem 2.1 to get the following isomorphism of 
P-modules 
Df-i)(B jA, M) = H.e(n~;~Q/A 0A®pQ M) 




The following is an extension of Quillen's Theorem 5.4 [Q]. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Assume that k ~ Q and !l~/k is A-fiat. 
i) If Spec A-t Speck is .etale, then L~/k is acyclic for p 2: 1. 
ii) If Spec A-t Speck is smooth, then L~/k:::::: n~/k' 
Proof. i) Let P be a simplicial cofibrant k-resolution of A. By [Q], if A is etale over k, 
then Dhk (i!)p A= L~/k is acyclic. Hence 
L p - AP Ll A/k- A A/k 
which is a direct summand (in characteristic zero) of (L~/k)0P is acyclic. 
ii) We have the following isomorphisms 
in the derived category of A-modules. 
• 
COROLLARY (4.2). Under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 and if A is smooth over 
k, then for all p 
DCj:)(Ajk, M) = { ~~/k ®AM 
SPECIAL CASES ( 4.3). 
ifn = 0 
otherwise 
Let k -tA-t B be maps of rings such that k ~ Q and let M be a B-module. 
a) If A is smooth over k, then by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.2 the spectral sequence 
converging to n<:) ( B I k, M) has E 1-term given by 
b) If Afk is etale, we get: n<f)(Bjk,M) = n<t\BJA,M) from Theorem 3.2 and Prop. 
4.1.L The resulting isomorphism for Hochschild homology 
was proved by Gerstenhaber-Schack [GES]. 
c) If B is smooth over A, then the E 1-terms are given by 
E I D(i)(Ajk n(p-i) M) 
-i,i+j = j 'HB/A 0B 
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If moreover B is etale over A, then Sl~/A = 0 for p > 0. From Theorem 3.2 we get 
the following isomorphism: 
If the B-module M is extended from A, i.e. is of the form B ®AN where N is an 
A-module, then we have the following etale descent isomorphism 
When N =A, we thus recover Theorem 0.1 of [WG] stating that 
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